ZITS

BY JERRY SCOTT AND JIM BORGMAN

Jeremy, there's some mail for you on the counter.

K.

What is it?

A Christmas card from my grandma...

...with a fifty-dollar bill inside!

What are you going to do with it?

I dunno.

Exchange it for a gift card, I guess.

CANDORVILLE

BY DARRIN BELL

In my past life, I was Quetzalcoatl.

I wasn't a god, although people came to see me as one, so I just rolled with it.

I was a survivor of the great global cataclysm at the end of the last ice age. You may have heard of it as the Great Flood.

We were Atlanteans. Only a few hundred of us survived. We pledged to ensure that at least the babies of our great civilization would endure.

So we scattered ourselves to the four corners of the Earth, and we taught the random vagabonds we came across how to farm, how to forge tools, how to build large structures, etc.

Okay, I guess that would explain your feelings of inadequacy.

My current self can't even build a campfire.

DILBERT

BY SCOTT ADAMS

We're getting a lot of heat from the media for using Elbonian slave labor to make our sneakers.

So I hired the Dogbert Public Relations Firm to help us with our messaging.

Excuse me, is our messaging the problem here... or is it more about the slave part?

I'm fairly sure all footwear is made by slaves.

Really? You believe all footwear is made by slaves?

I assume so. Why would anyone use paid labor when they could just use slaves?

Morality?

You're fired.

I warned you about that.
MARVIN

I think we should hang the new TV over on that wall.

IT’S THE PERFECT SPOT FOR IT!

...so, if I left the door open...

...I could watch TV while I’m in there.

Okay, we’ll hang it in a different room.

BY TOM ARMSTRONG

BALDO

WHAT’S WRONG IN TIA CRÉNOS’S TAMALE-MAKING KITCHEN?

BY CANTÚ AND CASTELLANOS
CARPE DIEM  

BY NIKLAS ERIKSSON

DOESN'T THIS WRETCHED DEVICE HAVE ANYTHING EXCEPT A SELFIE CAMERA?

PARDON MY PLANET  

BY VIC LEE

I THINK IT WAS MARK TWAIN WHO SAID, "HUMOR EQUALS TRAGEDY PLUS TIME." I TAKE SOLACE IN THE FACT THAT ONE DAY I'LL LOOK BACK AT THIS MOMENT AND LAUGH.

THE ARGYLE SWEATER  

BY SCOTT HILBURN

CAN I PLAY?  

I TRIED EVERYTHING. MOUSE WON'T MOVE. KEYBOARD WON'T WORK... NOTHING.

TAKING THIS TO THE LOO AND FILL IT AND YEAH, YEAH, HURRY UP!  

GUARDIANS OF THE GALAGA  

WASN'T ME.

THE ENGLISH IMPATIENT  

WASN'T ME EITHER.

MINIONIONS  

THE ARGYLE SWEATER

FROZEN  

BRAVEFART
PEARLS BEFORE SWINE

GOING THROUGH YOUR CHRISTMAS CARDS?

‘TIS THE GLORIOUS SEASON OF GIVING.

HO HO HO AND A HAPPY HOLIDAY TO YOU!

May your Christmas be blessed and bright.

CHRISTMAS STRESSES THE BEJEZERS OUT OF ME.

I THINK I FOUND IT.

BY STEPHAN PASTIS

B.C.

PACK PACK PACK PACK

PACK PACK

NEVER START A SNOWBALL FIGHT WITH A GUY WHO KNOWS THE PERFECT WEIGHT-TO-PALM RATIO.

BY MASON MASTROIANNI AND MICK MASTROIANNI

OVER THE HEDGE

WOW, FIRST SNOW OF THE SEASON.

A FRESH, FROZEN WONDERLAND.

I HATE TO MESS IT UP WITH FOOTPRINTS.

I KNOW WHAT YOU...

WHEEEE!

SNOW ANGEL!!

FLIPPY FLUFFY FLUFFY FLAP FLUFFY FLUFFY

HOW...?

OWRS IS NOT TO REASON HOW. OWRS IS BUT TO APPLAUD AND SONG.

CLAP CLAP

BY MICHAEL FRY & T LEWIS
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SPEED BUMP

BY DAVE COVERLY

IS IT JUST ME, OR ARE THE PICTURE AND AUDIO OUT OF SYNC?

IT’S JUST YOU.

STRAIGHT BREW

BY JOHN DEERING

ONLY THREE MORE CROSSINGS AND ANDY WILL EARN HIS HAMBURGER HELPER MERT BADGE

FRAZZ

BY JEF MALLET

WE WHO ARE ABOUT TO BRAVE GUT-SPLASM CHASM SALUTE THE BOLD AND RESPECT THE FATES!

WHAT THE CLIMATE HAS LEFT US WITH CONDITIONWISE, THE RED BULL FILMMAKERS HAVE RUINED PERSPECTIVEWISE.

IF YOU REALLY WANT TO LOOK DEATH IN THE EYE, GO WALKING THROUGH A DOWNTOWN WHERE THEY RENT ELECTRIC SCOOTERS.
Red and Rover

by Brian Basset

DO YOU ENJOY COMICS?

Stars and Stripes is considering changes to its Sunday Comics lineup, and we want your help. Let us know which strips you like (or don't like), as well as comics you might like to see in the future.

Email us at comics@stripes.com to let us know what you think.